
Our company is looking to fill the role of CRM marketing. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for CRM marketing

Develop email segmentation requirements and suppression rules for each
email campaign
Collaborate with CRM team to schedule B2B emails and ensure maintaining
timely execution of all UO & stakeholders programs while partnering with
stakeholders on scheduling & prioritization
Manage the integrity of B2B email deliverability including, contact frequency
governance, vendor relationship, testing email content deliverability
performance, in-box render testing, and troubleshooting deployment issues
Develop and document business rules for B2B email campaigns including
source systems, criteria, suppressions, tracking parameters, frequencies and
timing
Acts as the subject matter expert for B2B email marketing and ensure
utilization of best practices that optimize deliverability and keeps up on the
latest tools, trends and techniques in email marketing
Assist with the implementation and the execution of all consumer direct mail,
email and personalized web marketing campaigns to deliver against business
goals set by the Resort Sales and Marketing Team
Ensures email deployment team is maintaining integrity of email
deliverability, testing email content, deliverability performance, in-box render
testing, and troubleshooting deployment issues
Proactively monitor competitive market information and performance of
email campaigns to make effective strategic decisions and campaign
adjustments
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Develop business goals and strategic vision for growth, retention, and
engagement of CRM program subscribers

Qualifications for CRM marketing

Experience working at an ESP, deliverability monitoring service, advertising
agency, or advertising technology company strongly preferred
Experience working with Return Path and/or other services and tools a plus
Proven experience developing and executing strategies to improve email
deliverability or alternatively improving the effectiveness of advertising
campaigns a plus
High competence in analysis and interpretation of information and data
Highly self-motivated and able to work to set deadlines
Awareness of the current Marketing sectors and up-to-date with all current
media and marketing trends and tools


